Abstract. Reasonable life distribution model can reflect the true reliability level and give the specific reliability evaluation indexes of product, to accurately determine the life distribution model is the prerequisite for the study of product reliability. A new identification method of life distribution model named as graphic least square method is introduced for machinery products, and the principle and the application for this identification method are also presented in detail. This method is universal and be help to improve the accuracy of identification of life distribution model for mechanical product.
Introduction
Product life not only depends on its function, structure and raw materials, but also depends on some influence of random factors in manufacturing and quality control process, it is random variables subject to certain statistical laws, commonly described by distribution function, and then life distribution function is a statistical model. Model is an idealized description for a system, it should reflect the main output characteristics and laws, while ignore the minor component of a system. A good system model should be convenient to mathematical and statistical analysis as well as fully reflects the reality. Once a system model has been determined, it should be able to extract useful information for design and maintenance of products.
Identification Method of Life Distribution Model for Machinery Product Life Distribution of Machinery Product
Reliability study of mechanical products is based on the probability distribution of fault occurrence time; to master this distribution rule can describe accurately products reliability state and promote steadily rising of reliability level. Though there are many types of theory probability distributions in reliability engineering research, but for continuous random variable such as the mechanical product life, the most suitable distributions only have four types frequently-used, which are the Exponential, Normal, Lognormal and Weibull distribution, respectively.
Choosing an appropriate distribution is the key to successful modeling. If the failure mechanism of product, which has been verified by failure physical analysis, is conform to physical background of a certain type of distribution, and then reliability modeling can select naturally this distribution form. However, it is rather difficult to do physical analysis of product failure, because it is not yet fully resolved in the theory or analytical means at present. The usual modeling methods are to choose several possible models based on the test data, and then fit these data by using a unified criterion.
For example, the model with the minimum sum squared error between the fitted value and the measured value is to seek generally, which is an analytical method. Another an important method is graph recognition method, the test data graph will be displayed on a specific coordinate system, if the shape of the data graph is coincide to the shape of a certain model in the same coordinate system, then this model is to seek. The graph recognition is a more practical method, can be used for parameter estimation or parameter pre-estimation with analytical method. In addition, it can evaluate the fit goodness between the model and the data.
In the actual process, sometimes it is possible that there exist several distributions through hypothesis testing at the same time, resulting in we cannot determine which distribution is the best, this involves problem of distribution identification. There are variety methods to distribution identification, and the least square method is a more effective way among them.
For the least square method, the linear transformation would be done to several alternative distributions firstly, and then the regression analysis would be done to sample observation value and the probability estimated value by using the least square principle, meanwhile, some relevant parameters can also be obtained. Generally, the distribution with the maximum correlation coefficient is considered to be the optimum distribution, because this distribution seems the best to data fit. But in fact, the correlation coefficient does not fully and truthfully reflect the fitting degree of regression equation to the data, and it does not necessarily mean that the higher correlation coefficient represents a good linear relationship between the data like equations described really.
The reason is the assumption condition for building linear regression model in mathematical statistic is
, that is y is a Normal distribution variable. Here, A, B and σ 2 are of unknown parameters independent of variable x. Make such a normal assumption of y is equivalent to assume [1] :
where, σ is the standard deviation of Normal distribution.
Therefore, it is necessary to test whether the random variable ε is the Normal distribution. Where,
Standardization of ε i , available: 
When the sample size is sufficiently large, ε s follows approximately independent standard normal distribution, ε s normality test can be carried out using the standard residual plot. In standard residual plot, the sample order is the abscissa, and the standard residual error to each point is ordinates. If the model is correct, then each ε is should randomly distribute between ± 1.96 (here, take the significance level of α =0.05), as well as their mean values also should be zero.
This indicates it is not accurate using simply correlation coefficient size as the sole judgment criterion of linear correlation degree between data. In other words, the larger correlation coefficient is not sufficient conditions for existing linear relationship between data. This means the normality of model must be tested, namely testing whether ε s follows standard Normal distribution. According to this theory, a relatively perfect method for life distribution identification is introduced, and named as the graphic least square method. Using this method, the product life model will be identified precisely.
Principle of the Graphic Least Square Method
The graphic least square method introduces the residual plot into model identification, which the residual plot is usually used to test model normality. Through computer simulation, the document [2] found that the same set of data after different transformation, even though the correlation coefficient R was larger, the sum of squared residuals Q e of the regression equation and the sum of squared residuals Q F (here,
) of the distribution function were not necessarily small, while Q e is not synchronized with the Q F , i.e., Q e is small, Q F is not necessarily small; but found if Q F is smaller, the normality of the residuals will be reflected well in the residual plot. Due to the residual plot can only reflect the problem qualitatively, sometimes is not easy to distinguish between good and bad from the diagram. Therefore, the sum of squared residuals Q F of the distribution function as the judgment rule is usually used to judge normality of standard residuals quantitatively.
In the concrete application, the several distribution types should be selected primarily on probability paper firstly, and then the optimum distribution should be determined through comprehensive analysis to the residual values of distribution function, the standardized residuals plot and the correlation coefficient. The judgment rules are the residual value Q F of distribution function is usual minimum, the correlation coefficient R should be larger, and the normality of residual plots is better.
Using the graphic least square method to select the optimal distribution needs to establish linear transformation formulas for four kinds of distributions frequently-used in research of mechanical product reliability, as shown in Table 1 [3] . Table 1 . Linear transformation formula of four distributions.
Distribution type
y x B A Exponent ln{1/[1-F(t)]} t λ -BC Lognormal [ln(t-C)-μ]/σ =Φ -1 [F(t)] ln(t-C) 1/σ -μ/σ Normal (t-μ)/σ = Φ -1 [F(t)] t 1/σ -μ/σ Weibull lnln{1/[1
-F(t)]} ln(t-C) m -mlnη
In Table 1 , t is time or mileage; C is a positional parameter, λ is failure rate parameter of Exponent distribution,  and σ are expected value and standard deviation of Normal distribution, respectively; m and η are shape parameter and scale parameter of Weibull distribution, respectively;  -1 means the inverse function; F(t) is the estimated value of failure probability, calculated usually using approximate formula of the median rank, may also get through look-up table.
Here, the positional parameter C is a translation parameter appeared in the Exponent, Lognormal and Weibull distribution. When C = 0, it means the product occur failure gradually at the beginning of the work; when C < 0, it means some failure products already exist before the beginning of test, in other words, this case usually appears in life test without the necessary screening; when C > 0, C also known as the minimum guaranteed life, it means the failure would not occur before the time t = C, and the failure probability will be still zero. Theoretically, we can use the correlation coefficient as the objective function, and use the optimization method to search the position parameter C. We usually only concern the case of C ≥ 0 in the actual situation, the initial search interval of C can be selected in the [0, t 1 ] (t 1 is the first failure time of product), if the reciprocal (1/R) of correlation coefficient R as the minimum value searched, then R is the maximum value.
Statistical hypothesis testing must be conducted after distribution model selection by using graphic least squares method. If the distribution selected through hypothesis testing, then there is no reason to reject this distribution. K-S testing is often used in the reliability study, and this method is more accurate and suitable for small samples or incomplete samples.
Application of Graphic Least Squares Method
As previously described, the graphic least squares method is an effective method to distribution model identification of product life. Where, the life distribution model for a kind of truck will be determined to explain how to use this method. The product sample number is 12, and test method takes the fixed time. The statistical data of the first failure mileage is shown in Table 2 . After fitting data of Table 2 by using least squares method, can obtain each parameter for different distributions. The correlation coefficient R, the sum of squared residuals Q F and other relevant parameters are shown in Table 3 , the regression lines and residual plots for each distribution are shown in Figure 1 to Figure 4 . The critical value of the correlation coefficients R 0.01 is 0.708 by looking up the statistics table [4] , and all correlation coefficients calculated in Table 3 are greater than R 0.01 , it show all regress lines fitted for each distribution seem reasonable. Thus, we must pick out the best and the most appropriate distribution among them, this distribution selected can reflect the product reliability truthfully.
As can be seen from Table 3 , Figure 2 and Figure 4 again, the set of data should obey Lognormal or Weibull distribution. After comparing comprehensively to R and Q F , finding the R of Weibull is greater than one of Lognormal distribution under the premise of their Q F values are very close, and the residual plot of Weibull is a little better than Lognormal distribution. Based on the above analysis, we assume the first failure mileage of this kind of truck follows the Weibull distribution. After K-S testing, this assumption is proved to be valid, that is the life distribution model of this truck just is Weibull distribution. The results of this study are also consistent with the conclusion of related literature [5] : the first failure mileage of automotive products is generally subject to the Weibull distribution.
After determining distribution model of products, then according to the fitting parameters, the different reliability function can be written, each life characteristic values also can be calculated, and the various reliability features can be studied. 
Conclusion
Research on product life distribution model is the basis of assessment and improvement of product reliability level. Search a reasonable distribution model to describe accurately the development law of 240 product life is the key to reliability study. This paper introduces a new graphic least square method to identify the reliability model of machinery products by utilizing synthetically some mathematical statistics such as the correlation coefficient, minimum residual sum and probability graph. This new method overcomes the defects of the traditional least square method in identifying life model, improves the accuracy of the model identification, and is a kind of meaningful improvement to reliability research of machinery products.
